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Guest Editorial
Process-Oriented Microwave CAD and Modeling

D

ESIGN

by computer

was once regarded

by some with

studies

is a contemporary

manifestation

serious misgivings.
It is nctw embraced by almost
every engineer as an essential component
of the art and

tion [2]. To a rnicrowave,circuit

science of engineering
practice. Real, hands-on engineering design now includes
computer
hardware,
computer
software and information
processing
in various relevant
forms. Indeed, technical
advances have created a situa-

about

tion in which
simulation
formation
CAD

it is sometimes

har,d to distinguj

of information
processing
processing activity itself.
software,

wave engineers,

once regarded
is all pervasive.

systems

tive

add, however,

by micro-

Commercial

activity

is

manipulation

are cornerstones

systems
plifies,

fields,

and measurements.
numerical

verse practices

of the theory

electrcmic

methods

circuits,

As this Special
are merging

such as active

microwave
1ssue exem-

expertise

and passive

on the one hand and system simulation

and practice

from di-

device

design

on the other.

Once

separated by function
and terminology,
the numerical
methods of electromagnetic
field-theory
practitioners
and
those of circuit-theory
practitioners
are increasingly
intertwined.
As digital circuits are to be driven even faster,
analog circuit-theoretical
and field-theoretical
studies gain
new relevance and impetus. Bou ndanes between areas of
expertise

have become

architecture

CAE

We believe

that

directly

link

process

parameter

and system
crowave

only

geometry,

more elastic

as open-

are assembled.
integrated
layout,

descriptions

specifications

IC circuit

Hierarchically
field theory,

significantly

systems

physical
with

address

and design

systems

which

parameter

performance,

the challenges

technology

and
yield

of mi-

in this decade.

structured
CAD systems need to integrate
circuit theory and system theory into a com-

putational
environment
for process-oriented
linear, nonlinear and statistical
microwave
simulation
and design.
Fast, predictable,
physics-based
modeling
and simulation
of (M)MIC

devices

of manufacturable
cated circuit
goal!

and circuits
designs.

meeting

In our approach

will

be important

First-time

its design

success in a fabri-

specifications

to microwave

aspects

CAD

is a realistic

and modeling

the

optimal

wave
tional

techniques.

inverse
‘‘ synthe-

We

is likely

should

to make a

but in the context of pseudo-analytical
design, as more powerful
automation
emerge.
techniques

that

we have

in the 1975 IEEE Internareprinted in 1985 [3]. The

second is the Jansen et al. proposal

for an MMIC

engineering
workstation
[4], first described
IEEE International
Microwave
Symposium,
on Trends in Microwave

CAD,

organized

The terms ;irnulation-ready
describe

a CAD

module

design

at the 1986
Workshop

by” K. C. ‘Gupta.

and optimization-ready

which

is readily

linked

to
with

a

simulator
or optimizer,
respectively,
appear quite descriptive of the computational
philosophy we have in mind
for this Special Issue. In this context,
a process-ready
CAD module may refer to a computer program which facilitates
a path for technologically-oriented
information
a process-,

scription

physically-

of a device

yield-driven,

or geometrically-based

or circuit

to readily

optimization-oriented

environment.

at lower

de-

interface

with

man-machine

Process-independence

tion are essential

levels

a

design

and layout-orienta-

of the hierarchical

struc-

ture, but dependent representations
of equivalent
circuits
or mathematical
models are necessary at the higher levels.
The classical approach of employing
equivalent
circuit
models with independent
parameters hinders the effective
representation
of and optimal
design with statistical
effects and spreads in integrated circuits. It is more obstacle
than aid to yield-driven
design. Of course, the software
engineering

trend towards

tems is quite consistent

open-architecture

with our process-,

optimization-ready
philosophy.
The bond between the various
is further

truly
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by iterative

that the term synthesis

design, first appearing
Microwave
Symposium,

verse problems,

[1], in field-theoretic

the term

adopted may be benchmarked
by two relevant papers. The
first is the Bandler et al. integrated
approach to micro-

through
transfer.
software

optimization

note:

and expert system methodologies
The direction
in microwave

terms “analysis
and synthesis”
should give way to the
terminology
“simulation
and optimization,
” Numerical
analysis is highly mature in both field theory and circuit
theory. The term “inverse”
as used in the context “in‘‘ i.e.,

design

strong comeback,
computer-oriented

from

CAD

there is nothing

On another

fixa-,

schooled

sis, ” for many years associated with the orthodox
approach to design by analytically-oriented
circuit theorists,
shielded its adherents from facing the reality of competi-

and the in-

as a novelty

of optimizers

optimization.

sh between

thriving,
as international
conferences and exhibitions
verify. Numerical
methods of mod cling,
simulation,
optimization,
design and control as well as data storage and
of electromagnetic

in the exploitation

of analysis

design engineer

strengthened

without

software

sys-

simulation-

and

computational

compromising

modules
modularity

ejicient
and accurate
sensitivity
information
Often neglected,
particularly
in commercial
of vintage architecture,
this is the foundation
of

integrated
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optimization-driven

simulators.

We feel
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that significant
realized

implementational

in this arena.

for structures

inroads

have yet to be

This is, of course,

evaluated

by optimizers.
With the foregoing

by field

particularly

simulation

true

to be driven

thoughts

in mind,

we have solicited

the process-oriented

approach.

We aimed at covering

ious specific

including

(1) “next

ment

topics,

simulators,

techniques,

parameter
testing,

(2) CAD

related

(3) deembedding

extraction,

(4) device

(5) field-theoretic

out generation

(10) statistical

modeling

and design

vances in linear
speed digital

and

(6) lay-

(7) CAD

(11) yield

simulation

opti-

(12)

ad-

in the frequency

and modeling

(14) computer-aided

of high-

manufacturing

techniques,
(15) system simulation
and design, (16) advanced MMIC
elements and circuits and (17) CAD solutions to novel devices, circuits and subsystems,
The microwave
community,
including
both authors of
submitted
papers and reviewers
we selected, interpreted
the Call for Papers in a much broader manner,
in instances more traditional,
than we had originally
envisaged.

We decided

was not directly

to retain

certain

process-oriented,

gies were considered
The wide

papers,

whose

focus

of papers

aspects of FETs

and HEMTs

theory

analysis

and characterization

in various

forms

wave IC configurations.
guish
wave

count

thermal

design
analysis,

a topic

methods,

of in-

2D and 3D,

of passive

It is increasingly

aspects

micro-

hard to distin-

reporting

the large number
confirming

pleased

such as process
modeling

simu-

and yield-

Papers in this area are concentrated

under

driven CAD and Nonlinear
Circuit
Simulation
sign, the latter overlapping
both Yield-driven
Active Device Modeling.
The fourth category is
cess-oriented
but in a broader sense. It is related

Yield-

and DeCAD and
also proto wave-

technology.
into Passive

of

Transmission

by the contributions

implementation.
of excellent
States.

In preparing

this editorial,

from

It is interesting

contributions

disproportionately

w, r.t. the United

high

to note

from

interest

Europe,

and activity

it was particularly

ing to peruse the pages of previous

Special

interest-

Issues,

such

as the Special Issues of the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MICROWAVE THEORY AND TECHNIQUES on Computer-Oriented Microwave
crowave
therein

Practices

(1969

Computer-Aided
are as fresh

and 1974) and on Mi-

Design

(1988).

and relevant

now

then, others more so! In particular,
Editorial

by K. C. Gupta

this day.
A very

interesting

papers
appeared

the echoes of the 1988

and T. Itoh

recent

Many

as they

trend

are unattenuated

is also apparent

to

to us.

Some developments
reported as state-of-the-art
and presented by speakers at international
symposia are simultaneously featured in commercially
available
software and
can be ‘observed
in the commercial
exhibits
associated
with

the symposia.

spective

Furthermore,

presented

features

as novel

in the sessions.

by our own

search and commercial
conclusion
that our
highly competitive.
We have enjoyed

pursuits.
subject
working

actually

software,

are a manifestation

influenced

avail-

are often
Perhaps

of our singular

individual

academic,

perre-

In any case, we draw the

is fast-paced,
together

exciting

towards

and

this vol-

ume, which was conceived
several years ago. We thank
the very large number of authors and reviewers
who devoted much time to its success, and also Dr. Stephen A.
Maas,

Editor,

the reviewers

full
We

driven design, as well as the methodology
of mass production,
including
a full CAD example in the mm-wave
region.

We are particularly
industry

innocently

is still

1992

Structures.
We also decided to expose two distinctive
papers under the heading Novel CAD Applications.
Finally,
the section of Short Papers contains
contributions
that
span the entire spectrum of our Special Issue.

these observations

to the CAD

statistical

Modeling

in method-

components
from circuits
as more and more
analysis
is applied
to arbitra~
geometries.

hierarchical

and

submitted

placed
relevant
papers
appropriately
into
Simulation
Techniques for Passive Devices and Structures.
However, the maturing
of the art is best reflected by a group
of papers dealing with process-related
design on the full
circuit level. These design methodologies
take into aclation,

Modeling
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techniques

IC process

able for some time in some commercial

tense activity.
We decided to group the accepted papers
into a section on Active Device Modeling.
High interest
is also true for the second category, electromagnetic
field
applicable

microwave

methodolo-

noteworthy.

distribution

40, NO

and thus to manufacturing

from

but whose

ology and applications
could be separated into four broad
categories.
The first category, the essential area of active
device modeling,
particularly
for the various design related

distinct

VOL.

Some of these papers have been subdivided

oriented

and component
moddesign technology,

methodologies,

(13) simulation

circuits,

techniques,

and data bases,

centering

diagnosis

AND TECHNIQUES,

components

clearly

mi-

measure-

and process-oriented

and software,

and nonlinear

and time domains,

automated

simulation

techniques

var-

generation”

and circuit

computational
methods,
(8) device
eling, (9) advances in MMIC/CAD
mization

guide

THEORY

Component

papers to benchmark
existing microwave
design methodologies and to highlight
emerging techniques
relevant to

crowave

ON MICROWAVE

for his cheerful
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